It was proved by Galois that there are no formulas that can be used to solve "by radicals" general equations of degree 5 or larger. In this paper we solved the general pentagonal equation under certain conditions. We used the "Quartic Formula" and unipodal numbers respectively for condition 1 and conditions 2 to solve the general pentagonal equation. The unipodal case was elaborated with a detailed example.
Introduction
Mathematicians tried over the ages to have formulas to solve polynomial equations. The fruits of their efforts are the Quadratic Formula, and formulas to solve the general cubic equation known as the "Cubic Formula" (Procissi, 1951) and the general quartic equation known as the "Quartic Formula" (Candido, 1941) . There are no formulae so far for solving general polynomial equations of degree five or higher. The French mathematician Evariste Galois (Infeld, 1978) proved that there are no formulae for solving general equations of degree 5 or higher. In order to solve the cubic and quartic equations, first of all, the given general equation is transformed into reduced form, and then either Cubic/Quartic Formula or unipodal numbers (Hestenes et al.,1991 , Sobczyk, 1995 are used to get the solutions. For pentagonal equation, we used the Quartic Formula and the unipodal numbers.
In section 2, we gave an overview of unipodal numbers. We solved pentagonal equation with an example in section 3 and the references cited were in the section 4.
The Unipodal Number System
A unipodal number w in the standard basis } , 1 { u has the form , 
We can also recover the coordinates of the standard basis by It is noted that the idempotent basis makes calculation simple and the binomial theorem under this basis becomes extremely simple as we see below:
The relation defined in (4) is valid for any real n. Because of (4) 
Expanding and simplifying we obtain the reduced pentagonal equation that is a quartic equation and can be solved by using the Quartic Formula.
If we impose condition that the coefficient of the quadratic term in equation (9) is zero, i.e. (13) which we call the second condition, the equation (9) 
